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fact that under 1300 of the 
income-tax Act, the publishing 
industry was given a rebate 
of 20 per cent which ends 
this year. In our country, the con- 
ditions being' what they are and the 
prices of paper and publishing moun- 
ting up as they are, I think" our tax- 
action laws should have a bias in 
favour of books and publishing. 
Therefore, I would request that on 
some suitable occasion if not now the 
Government shouJd see that this 20 
per cent rebate 13 extended for an- 
other 5 yeans. Thank You, Madam. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:      The 
question is: 

"That the Bill be returned."" 
The question was put and the motion 

was adopted. 

REFERENCE  TO   THE   STRIKE    
IN THE DELHI TRANSPORT    

CORPO- RATION 

THE  DEPUTY   CHAIRMAN:     The 
House stands adjourned till   2.30.P.M. 

The House then adjourned 
for lunch at nineteen minutes 
past one <ol the clock. 

The House re-assembler1 after lunch 
af  thirty-three  minutes  past  two of . 
the clock. The Vice-Chairman  (Shri- 
mati Kanak Mukherjee) in the Chair. 
RESOLUTION      REGARDING      AP 

POINTMENT OF A COMMITTEE 
TOSTUDY    ELECTORAL    

REFORMS contd. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI- 
MATI KANAK MUKHERJEE): Shri 
Ghulam Rasool Matto to continue his 
speech. 

SHRI GHULAM RASOOL MATTO 
(Jammu and Kashmir): Madam 
Vice-Chairman, I have spoken at 
length on the subject on the 3rd of 
May, .1985. And the point that has 
to be taken into consideration now is 
point'No. 8 in the Resolution moved 
by Shri Dhabe—that is. control and 
regulate by law the formation and 
functioning of political parties in- 
cluding auditing of their account^ and 
making them public. Madam, there 
is a mushroom growth of parties 
these days with no programmes. But 
some media of the Government gives 
them publicity and they appear to be . 
functioning. I have an instance in 
Jammu and Kashmir. There is one 
par-tv called the Old National Con- 
ference. There is nobody there. But 
somebody sends a letter to ihe Rad'o 
Kashmir, Srinagar, and they give out 
those names. So it is very necessary, 
as Mr. Dhabe has put in his Resolu- 
tion, that -we must regulate the forma- 
tion of the political parties. Whether 
they are regional parties or national 
parties. How that can be done is the 
thing to be considered at length. The 
mushroom growth of even regional 
parties or national parties is a thin" . 
which comes in the way of the effi- 
cient functioning of the political sys- 
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tern. Madarn, this can be illustrated 
by the fact tbat in America and Bri- 
tain there are only two or three par- 
ties and,the parties give- out their 
programmes and the people have not 
to choose from so many parties. I 
think that this suggestion of Mr. 
Dhabe that there should be control 
and regulation by law on the forma- 
tion and functioning of political par- 
ties is very neeessary; 

Then, Madam, be has also mention- 
ed about the .auditing of the accounts 
of ,politiem partita.   This, to my mind, 
Ig a very important step that he 
envisaged.    Right now the position is 
that we do   not   know   how   much 
money is being spent by political par- 
ties  and  how mu$h money is  being 
accumulated  by  them    for    funding 
elections of their candidates. But the 
way the money fa being spent, one is 
simply aghast.    For instance, at the 
time of the last general elections   a 
newspaper  report  had stated  that  a 
particular party had kept at the dis- 
posal of a paricular candidate as many 
as 40 jeeps in one constituency alone. 
Now, you can imagine, Madam, that 
a party which has 40 jeeps how much 
money it needs for their maintenance, 
petrol and other things?.»Such a party 
must  have recourse to  a wealth of 
money and then alone it is possible 
for.them to provide 40 jeeps. So,   in 
my opinion, it is very essential and 
I very necessary that We must have 
auditing  of the accounts of political 
parties.    Now that the latest    thing 
1 has been  done only two days back, 
the Bill has been passed under which 
companies can donate to political par- 
ties, I think there should be no hesi- 
tation on the part of the Government 
to accept this proposal of Mr. Dhabe 
that auditing of account of political 
parties is a very crucial necessity for 
ihe smooth functioning of democraov. 

Madam, Mr. Dhabe haK finally re- 
commenced that the Governmen' 
should appoint a high-powered com- 
mittee consisting of 15 Members of 
the House under the chairmanship of« 
."the Union Minister of La.w to study 

„the various  aspects of the electoral 
reforms and submit a c   comprehesive 
report to the House    within    three 
months. Now, in reply to the debate, 
I am sure—Mr.  Minister will listen 
to me please—the Minister will say 
that  the  Government  is coming out 
with a comprehensive Bill on electo- 
ral reforms.    And I had said on the 
3rd of May that    when    Mr.    Rajiv 
Gandhi took over his two main planks 
were, namely,    (1) that he will pass 
the Anti-Defection Bill, and (2) that 
he will see that electoral reforms are 
made.    The first thing has already 
been done.    The second this is with 
regard to electoral reforms.    So, we 
would welcome if    Mr.    Bhardwaj 
comes out  today in    reply to    Mr. 
Dhabe' proposal that the Government 
is  coming forward with  a     compre- 
hensive Bill for electoral reforms. He 
will then be only fulfilling the pro- 
nouncements that the Prime Minister 
had made when he took over. I have 
only to tell  him  that it may take 
some time for the    Government    to 
formulate the proposals and what Mr. 
Dhabe's committee    will    do in the 
mean time is that it will supplement» 
the efforts of the Government or   ,be 
'complementary   to   the exercise the 
Government will be doing in this re- 
gard.  So   thiB committee shall   help 
the Government to arrive at certain 
decisions with  regard to these elec- 
toral reforms. 

.Madarn, this proposal is a very 
sanguine one and I feel that it should. 
be accepted without anv reservation. 
Coming to the Resolution as a whole, 
I have already stated what steps the 
Government needs to take with re- 
gard to the amendment of the Con- 
stitution, Part XV an<j reducing the 
age and also drastically cutting down 
the election expenses and also the 
recommendations as to how the Gov- 
ernment should also contribute to the 
funding of election.? by political par- 
ties. Tn this respect I have spoken at 
length on the 3rd of May. I$ieed.not 
repeat all that. But I would only re- 
quest the hon. Minister that instead 
of telling us that he will come out 
with a comprehensive Bill   for   the 
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electoral reforms, he should accept 
the principles of the Bill of Mr. 
Dhabe so that this Committee will 
supplement and complement the work 
of Mr. Bhardwaj in arriving at a con- 
sensus with regard to the electoral 
reforms. 

Madam, with these observations, I 
commend the Resolution of Mr. Dhabi 
and strongly support it and request 
the hon. Minister that he should ac- 
cept the provisions of this Resolution 
without any hesitation. Thank < 
very much. 
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"Drastically cut the election ex- 
penses to bring them with the reach 
of the poor;" 

"Implement   various   recommend- 
ations,  reports  and decisions 
regard to electoral reforms;" 
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"This House recommends that 

Government should appoint a high- 
powered Committee consisting of 
15 members of this House under 
the Chairmanship of the Union 
Minister of Law to study various 
aspects of electoral reforms 
submit a comprehensive repor;, to 
the House within 3 months sugges- 
ting amendments to the Constitu- 
tion, various laws relating to elec- 
tions to Parliament and State Leg- 
islatures, as aloo other steps that 
-houd be taken to made democracy 
truely representative of people, 
curb the evil effects of money 
power in elections, eliminate cor- 
rupt practices, and to maintain the 
purity of elections so essential fo»' 
the poorer and healthy functioning 
of our great democracy." 
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On   Private   Members'   Business   (Reso- 
ltion)  ther is no limit. e 

THE   VICE-CHAIRMAN   (SHRIMATI 
ANAK MUKHERJEE):  So long as hi 

relevant   there   is   no   objection.      But 
lere are other Members also who want, 

1  speak. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI- 
MATI KANAK MUKHERJEE): 
Honourable Members, I cannot im- 
pose any time-limit as such on a dis- 
cussion on Private Members' Bills, 
but please have consideration for 
other Members also so that you can 
accommodate more speakers within 
the time allotted. 

Now, Mr. Babul Reddy. 

SHRI P. BABUL REDDY (Andhra 
Pradesh): Madam Vice-Chairman, I 
congratulate Shri Dhabe on having 
moved this resolution aimed at puri- 
fying elections in our democratic pro- 
cess and thereby saving democracy in 
this country. We take pride that our 
is the largest democracy. But that 
pride has meaning only if we can 
operate our system properly. Today, I 
can say without fear of contradiction, 
democracy is limping in our country. 
The reason is that if we analyse the 
last  eight  general  elections  through 
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which,  this   country  has   passed    for 
electing Lok Sabha Members, in elec- 
tion after election there is a very visi- 
ble deterioration in the purity of elec- 
tions.    Therefore, the time has come 
when  we must  arrest  this  deteriora- 
tion.    Democracy is the best    known 
political device for forming a govern- 
ment.    But that  best    system     can 
thrive only if we have safeguards to 
preserve    the    purity   of     elections. 
Three   evils  from   which  -the  present 
el  -tions are suffering are the muscle 
power,  the  money  power    and    the 
casteism.    These  are    three    cancers 
corroding  the  very  vitals   of  democ- 
racy in our country.    If we compare 
the  1952  general  elections with    the 
latest  general elections  of  1985,     we 
can   describe  the   1952   general   elec- 
tions, from the purity point of view, 
were  as  pure as  snow.    In   1952    or 
1957 elections it was said if a person 
spent a lakh of rupees in a Lok Sabha 
constituency,   it  was  a lavish  spend- 
ing'.    But  today  it  is  nothing.    This 
much amount is spent even in a mu- 
nicipal  ward   election   or    panchayat 
election.    It  is  said by  authoritative 
sources that in "the last general elec- 
tions on an average in a    Lok Sabha 
constituency  Rs.   7   to   Rs.   10  lakhs 
were spent by each candidate.    And 
I have heard from the horse's mouth 
•that in one constituency in    Andhra 
Pradesh  both  the  contesting    candi- 
dates together had spent more Rs. 2 
crores in the Lok Sabha elections   in 
January 1985.   Therefore, if this trend 
continues!,  tt  is  Just  like  purchasing 
seats in the Lok Sabha.    This should 
not be allowed to continue. 

Then, muscle power is playing 
havoc in our elections. Bihar, of 
course, is specialising in this. I am 
not saying that it is not happening in 
other States. Relatively it is not in 
the Southern State- and this much I 
can say. But, if the elections are 
manoeuvred and if elections are 
manipulated, the very system of de- 
mocracy would be converted into a 
farce and people may say that dicta- 
torship  is  better  than this  type    of 

democracy.     So,   we  have  to    think 
about the best form  of elections. 

Casteism is another cancer.   If we 
review  every election,  every general 
election, we will find that every elec- 
tion   makes   the     country     at      least 
twenty    to    thirty    per    cent    more 
casteisf than what it was earlier.    So, 
this tendency has also to be arrested. 
For this we have to seriously    think 
about the  maladies  that  are there in 
the electoral system.    If we analyse, 
we will find that there are so many 
anomalies which should be put an end 
to.    For  example,  under the present 
electoral system,  in  1983,  by getting 
38 per cent of votes, the Janata Party 
did not get a single seat out of the 
42  seats.   One  seat  it  won,  but that 
was also lost in the byelection.    An- 
other party, securing 48 per cent of 
the votes,  got  all  the  42  seats.    So, 
this is a very grave anomaly. It does 
not  reflect  the will  of    the    people. 
Thirty-eight  per   cent   of  the  people 
wanted to support a particular party. 
But  it doe;   not  get   even  one  seat. 
This is the anomaly. There is another 
anomaly which I have noticed in the 
recent elections.   A  candidate,   secu- 
ring! 2,88.000 votes—a former Member 
of this House Mr.  Era Sezhyan—was 
defeated    in    Madras.    He    secured 
2.88.000 votes and he was    defeated. 
Another candidate, who secured 2,800 
votes,  perhaps    in    Lakshadweep,    1 
think, was  declared   elected.    A per- 
son who secured 2,88,000 votes is de- 
feated  and   a  person    who     secured 
2,800  votes  is  declared    elected!     In 
the recent elections in Assam, a can- 
didate securing    just 21i  votes    was 
declared   elected   to     the     Assembly 
there   and    later     on.      he    became 
a     Minister      also!      He became     a 
Minister     with      211      votes   which 
are      not      enough      for      a      per- 
son      to      become      a        Panchayat 
member    representing a    ward.     So, 
these are the anomalies on which we 
have  to  bestow  our  seriou^  thought. 
I am not saying this to criticise this 
party or that party and it is not with 
that intention that I am giving these 
figures.    I am only saying that a se- 



 

rious thought is required "to be given 
to end these anomalies by amending 
the Constitution or the election laws. 
With this end in view, I though over 
the problem and i want to make a 
few suggestions. 
The first thing that I want to say 
is that if this democracy is to succeed 
in  this   country,   then  we  must  tho- 
roughly and in  a revolutionary way 
change the system of elections.    We 
must introduce what is called the List 
System which is in force   in    some 
countries. The advantage of this sys- 
tem  is  that  it    will    eliminate    ihe 
muscle power, if, not     eliminate,     at 
least will reduce it to the minimum. 
It  will also reduce the evil of cas- 
teism.     The  reason   is  this:   If     you 
have on a proportional representation 
basis   elections,   without      candidates, 
but with    only    parties,    individuals 
would not be allowed to contest. This 
is my honest opinion because the pre- 
sent   system  serves  no   purpose.     By 
law nobody has got any fundamental 
right to contest.    The Supreme Court 
has ruled *that anybody ha3 got right 
only to the extent to which it s allow- 
ed under the law and he has no fur- 
ther right to complain in the field of 
elections. In  a parliamentary system, 
political   parties   are   very   important 
and the fight must be between politi- 
cal parlies and if it is on the basis of 
proportional representation,   then  the 
contestants are the    political parties. 
If the candidates are eliminated, you 
sec.   money  power will  then  go  be- 
cause only when the individual is in- 
volved, the question nof his prestige 
is there and he will spend     lavishly 
on  elections  just  as  a  candidate  has 
spent in a constituency.     In one con- 
stituency, he has spent Rs. 1J crores. 
There is no purpose of amending the 
law, saying "we will punish you      if 
you  spend   more  than   Rs.   50,000   or 
Rs. 100,000. Mr.     Kalpnath Rai     was 
pleading for Rs.   2    lakhs.    Who    is 
spending Rs. 2 lakhs?      Not less than 
10 lakhs are spent every time. 

SHRI   KALAPNATH    RAI:     Your 
party is spending Rs. 10 Iakh'. 

SHRI P. BABUL REDDY: I  think 
the Congress     Party—Mr.    Kalpnath 

Rai, you have provoked me—the Con- 
gress Party is the only party perhaps 
which has spent Rs. 40 crores for ad- 
vertisements in papers. Can you deny 
that?     So this will eliminate money 
power.     (Interruptions)    Please  hear 
me  fully.      Money     power      would 
come only when individual prestige is 
injected into elections.     If individual 
prestige    is     removed, nobody    will 
spend. I may be a rich man. I     will 
spend for my individual prestige. But 
when       my party      is there, I   will 
spend no doubt, but only the amount 
required  for     propaganda;      nothing 
more     than that.        Similarly,     the 
muscle power  also.    Political  parties 
are  not  using  it.       So    the    muscle 
power will also  be eliminated.  More 
anything else, it js casteism. The 
question  of  a    Reddy.    Kama    or  a 
Bhoomahari will not arise. The parties 
would set up their candidates. Other- 
wise  what   ^s  happening—and  I  will 
say very frankly because this is only 
forum where we can speak frankly— 
what is happening is that in Andhra 
there are areas where Reddys arc very 
dominant , in some areas Chaudhuries 
a-e very dominant.   (Interruptions)  I 
am   Reddy.   In   these   areas   all     the 
parties,     including     the     Communist 
Party,   set  up   the   'Congress  Reddy', 
'Janata  Reddy',  'Communist    Reddy', 
and so  on.   (Interruptions)   Likewise, 
in the other areas, Kamas are domi- 
nant   or   other   castes   are   dominant, 
and    the    parties   set   up  candidates 
of    that    caste    only.    So    this    sort 
of    thing    has    to     be     eliminated. 
It    is    a    very    serious    matte,    no 
doubt.    It is not my innovation; it is 
not my brain child. It is there already 
in vogue in most parts of the   world- 
All these evils—the money power, the 
muscle   power,   the      casteism—even 
though   they   cannot     be     eliminated. 
would be reduced to the minimum hy 
this  list  system.   So  this  list   system 
has  to  be  accepted   at  least for  this 
reason. 

The other suggestion that I want to 
make is this. Up to 1977 the electic 

for Parliament and Legislative     As- 
semblies were put together, except in 

1     very rare castes.   Now there is greater 
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need to restore that aspect    because 
elections are consting very much. No 
poor man can contest for Assembly. I 
am saying this from practical experi- 
ence.    Every political party is  think- 
ing   of   rich   men   for   Parliamentary 
constituencies—not   for   his   contribu- 
tion to the party, not his commitment 
Io the welfare of the people, but 'Can 
he spend Rs. 10 lakhs of his money'? 
That is the first que tion that is    put. 
3o this should be done away with. For 
hat the elections    must be together. 
we must find out some device, if ne- 
cessary, by cutting down the period of 
Parliament or extending the period ol 
Assemblies.  Up to  1977  the elections 
or Assemblies and Parliament were 
ogether. We must restore that. 

Then, the next thing is about     ex- 
tenses. About expenses, there can be 
io question of legislating. It is a mere 
[ogan. What is the use? The question 

i how to prove it? The Supreme Court 
iterpreted, that money spent by the 
mdidate alone should be taken into 
ccount and not the money spent by 

le political party. I will spend one 
ikh within the litr^t and I   will ask 
iy party to spend ten lakhs for me. 

ow do you account for this?      This 
ill not solve the problem.      The list 

"stem will solve the problem. 
Then I     come    to     impersonation 
hich is going on.     Some partie, are 
^ecialising in   this.    About 30,000 or 
30.OOO  in  one Assembly constituency, 
know practically; it has  happened, 
was also in the  Consultative Com- 
ittee, and Mr. L.K. Advani was also 
here.  He used to    say in  almost in 
ery Consultative Committee meeting 
tat there must be identity cards for 
e voters. It is not difficult. After all, 
e are spending thousands of   croren 
rupees and this will not cost more 
in 100 erores of rupees.    Therefore, 
entity cards should be issued.    If it 
not possible to issue identity cards 
all voters, at least in places where 
s not possible to identify the voters 
should   be   done,   for   example,  in 
-ns with a population of more tlian 
100 ot in bigger Panchayats. 

Then I come to the question of com- 
pulsory voting. I do not understand 
why we are having 40 or 50 per cent 
voting. A public holiday is declared. 
Factories are closed. Government 
offices are closed. Colleges are closed. 
Every institution is closed in order to 
enable them to vote. Why should 
they not vote? I am not saying that 
they should be sent to jail. If you 
impose a fine of Rs. 50, nobody will 
like to pay the fine and he will pre- 
fer to vote. If he is able to explain 
it. then he can be excused. Who will 
take the trouble of going and explain- 
ing? He will prefer to vote. Tt is 
his basic duty t0 vote. When you 
declare a holiday, he has to vote. In 
a democracy, it is his fundamental 
duty. It would eliminate impersona- 
tion and it would ensure 95 ner cent 
or 100 per cent voting. It is very 
necessary. 
Then voting age should be reduced. 

Some local governments have already 
implemented it. My submission is that 
we have to reduce the voting age 
from 21 years to 18 years. A man of 
18 years can enter into a contract and 
I Government service. The why can't 
he vote? What is the disqualification 
for him. So, the voting age should be 
'reduced from 21 years to 18 years. 

My next suggestion is about delimi- 
tation. It was done 25 years ago. 
There was some revision in 1976. 
There are some constituencies in 
Andhra Pradesh which are reserved 
for the last 25—30 years. It is bad. 
They should' be shifted. I am not 
saying that reservation should be done 
away with. There should be reserva- 
tion up to 1990 as provided in the 
Constitution. But the same consti- 
tuencies should not remain reserved. 
We must have different constituen- 
cies reserved. I suggest that steps 
must be taken tQ shift Ihe constituen- 
cies which are reserved for 25 years 
or so and they should no longer go to 
reserved candidates. 

Then there is another important 
thing. I do not know how it was not 
raised for the last 35—40 years. In a 
municipal election, if a nomination is 
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:jected, there is a right of appeal to 
ie  Collector.     He   disposes  of     the 
ppeal within two days.    The danger 
1 not to  the  person  whose   nomina-     
on has been rejected.    But the dan- 
 r   i.s   to   the   person  who   has   been 
Leeied.     The  nomination   is  rejected 
:>r  some  silly  reason.       The  people 
pend 10 or 12 lakhs of rupees in elec- 
ions.    He is declared elected.    Sup- 
rise the court decides that the nomi- 
lation of one candidate was illegally 
•ejected,   then   the   whole  election   is 
et aside.   I would like to suggest that 
here  should be  an  appeal and  then 
st a Judge of the High Court or some 
other  higher  officer,   such   as,     Chief 
1 Commissioner decide it in tv/o 
lays.     This  will not  delay the elec- 
ions.     Recently,   I  read   that   in   one 
the   age was not  given.    Chau- 
Ihari Charan Singh's age was Shown 
s 82 years.   The Electoral Officer had 
doubt about it.    If the election peti- 
tion is admitted,   then the whole elec- 
tion    proces:  costing lakhs of rupees 
will be a wild goose chase.   This is a 
very important suggestion in my hum- 
ile opinion.    This should be done »t 
earliest point of time.    Regarding 
'lection expenses, my    suggestion    is 
that   the amount spent by the politi- 
:al parties     also,     particularly    with 
reference  to   that   constituency,   must 
)e included in the election expenses 
:t is a difficult process.    But if some 
process  is there,  it  will     discourage 
ipending like that. 

These  are  some of the suggestions 
hat I wanted to make.   Thank you. 

SHRI SANTOSH    KUMAR    SAHU 
(Orissa);   Madam   Vice-Chairman,   in 
the first instance,  I congratulate Shri 
Dhabe for the  thought-provoking Re- 
solution which he has brought before 
tha Houes     While giving him all the 
praise.   T  want  to   say   that  he  men- 
►ion^d in the last sentence of the Re- 
solution  that within  three  months  a 
renort should come.    I do not under- 
stand why the hurry that within three 
months the report should come.    The 
election has been almost  over.    The 
problems are so many, as has    been 
pointed out by him.    If we have to 
think  of  an  electoral     reform,     we 

must  think in  a comprehensive  way 
where all the political parties must be 
consulted  because   the  country  needs 
it now.    Now, let me    analyse    the 
points raised  by  Shri   Dhabe.       The 
first sentence of the Resolution says: 
Whereas it is necessary to take    the 
following   steps,   namely      strengthen 
Indian democracy and make it  more 
people-oriented.   Madam, how can we 
strengthen the Indian democracy? The 
fundamental question now  is  that it 
comes  from  the national     consensus 
and   national  feeling.     Now,  we see 
the atmosphere has vitiated the social 
and political life.       The destabilising 
forces   are  working     in  the   country. 
It requires a serious political conside- 
ration.    Now, if we read the second 
line of the Resolution, it is more im- 
portant  and it says that Part  XV of 
the Constitution which speaks of elec- 
tions  must be   implemented.     And if' 
we  read  article  325 of the Constitu- 
tion, it says that no person shall be 
inelligible for inclusion in or to claim 
to  be  included  in  a special electoral 
roll on grounds of religion, race, caste 
or  sex.    Does  it  not   say  that     the 
founding fathers of the    Constitution 
thought that in the elections, the ques- 
tion of religion, the question of caste 
and  other  things   should  be   barred? 
Is it not provided  in  the  law     still 
today?     Are  we going to  enforce  it 
that religion should not play a domi- 
nant  role and religious preaching in 
an election makes it disqualified? So, 
whatever election law is there today, 
whatever be the aims of the Constitu- 
tion, are we not following it?    Have 
We not seen that the forces of religious 
fundamentalism,    secessionism,    com- 
munalism  and casteism are growing? 
Does it not require that there should 
be  a more penetration and  a clearer 
analysi.R   of   the   socio-political   situa- 
tion prevailing today?       And     it     is 
very fundamental.    Until we  go into 
the matter at a national level by all 
the political parties, the social system 
cannot  contain   the  society.     This  is 
the crisis,  this is the problem today. 
And with a scientific analysis of poli- 
tical  and  economic  development,   Ave 
should have gone in for a class war. 
But,  unfortunately,   we   are  seeing  a 
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caste war today in India.   This is the 
ramification  of the  social evil  which 
we are  not able to control with the    I 
political apparatus. 

Madam, while I appreciate Mr. 
Dhabe's Resolution that there is a 
need for electoral reform, let Us ana- 
lyse as to how many people voted 
earlier in the largest democracy of the 
world. In the first election, 173 mil- 
lion people participated. In 1980, it 
was 200 million people who partici- 
pated in the election. And many of 
the developing countries have less 
dation than that. Now, coming 
to the other thing, we have to consi- 
der how we can make the democracy 
more stronger. Definitely, the electo- 
ral reform must be there. There must 
be clean and fair elections. Every- 
body requires it. If we analyse ail 
this, to my mind, it appears that we 
have reached a critical stage where 
there should be a constructive ap- 
proach to the national problems, 
there should be a re-thinking so that 
we can have a new lease of national 
forces which can sustain the society. 
Otherwise, we may face a further 
critical situation which will create 
more problems for this country. Now, 
coming to the secessionist elements, 
can we not agree to this that the 
secessionist forces, the forces which 
ar2 of religious fundamentalism, the 
forces which are operating from ihe 
religious places should be banned 
from any political activity? Can we 
not have an election law that from 
these temples, mosques or gurudwa- 
ras we should not have any political 
preaching for elections? Can we not 
make this law? This is the most im- 
portant problem of this country today. 
And, I think all the parties will agree 
that we are seeing the unleashing of 
a social evil which cannot be contain- 
ed. 

Then, Again, there is another im- 
portant thing to which Mr. Kalpnath 
"Rai ha.s referred to, namely, the 
activities of foreign agents in our 
country who want to destabilise this 
country, wh0 are indulging    in    the 

culture of violence and annihilation 
which is against Indain culture. Indian 
culture is the culture of tolerance to- 
wards all religions 

This is the philosophy from the Vedic 
times. But what we see now is the 
unleashing of the forces of violence 
which is foreign bred, the terrorism 
' which has been foreign bred. Should 
we not think that we reform our laws 
to contain the activities of these 
foreign agents? The Indian culture is> 
an age-old culture. In Sanskrit we say 

This is universally accepted by all' 
the world today. Now, these are the 
very important thing.s which we have 
to consider in making any report. 
Now, as suggested by some of my 
friends. I entirely agree that there is 
no hurry. The Law Minister, who 
is here before us, is a very dynamic 
man. He should consult all the poli- 
tical parties. We must discuss in 
depth the social and political dis- 
content prevailing in the country 
which is going to destroy the whole 
national fabric of political develop- 
ment. We have to see bow to con- 
tain the social evil; which have been 
unleashing today. 

Then, Madam, I would like t0 tell 
you about another very important 
thing. Tn many of the smaller coun- 
tries we may have seen the expenses 
are borne for the candidates by the 
State. But in our country the theory 
of bi-party system is a myth. We have 
seen that the bi-party system failed in 
1977 and the multi-party system is in 
existence today. And what you see 
today is that on the political scene 
the regional parties are growing and 
they are growing in phenomena and 
effect. We cannot deny the role 
played by the Telugu Desam or the 
DMK or ADMK. They might have 
•started as regional parties but they 
have made a national effect on the 
national scene. 

SHRI B. SATYANARAYAN REDDY 
(Andhra Pradesh): We all have a 
national outlook. 
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SHRI SANTOSH KUMAR SAHU: 
In a country like ours where there 
is multi-party system, with so much 
of huge voters list, with such a large 
population and so many other prob- 
lems, we cannot have electoral re- 
forms as we can have in any other 
smaller country in which there is bi- 
party system and a smaller electorate. 
So, we have to take all those things 
into consideration. I agree that no- 
thing is impossible. But before doing 
anything you require the consent and 
consensus of all the political parties 
and you have also to go into the 
depth of the problem before solving 
it. " '   '""•""if 

Then, Madam, before 1970, probably 
there was no major thought given to 
the election system here. But since 
1970 the Election Commission has sub- 
mitted many proposals and a Joint 
Committee of the Parliament also has 
gone into the matter and they recom- 
mended certain changes. A Bill to that 
effect wa.s introduced in 1973 but it 
lapsed. Then, in 1977, the late Shri 
Jayaprakash Narayan took a lead in 
bringing reforms in the election pro- 
cess of this country and then tbe 
D. M. Tarkunde Committee was ap- 
pointed and that Committee also made 
certain recommendations. After that, 
in 1980, the Election Commission also 
made certain suggestions. Now, the 
main suggestion of the Election Com- 
mission in 1982 was the end of defec- 
tions. It is good that the Prime 
Minister took the initiative. The 
opposition parties agreed to it and one 
chapter is closed and it will go to 
the election process. There is 
no doubt about it. So. also in this Re- 
solution of Mr. Dhabe we have to have 
a nationa1 outlook and we have 
to think in clear terms. All the 
parties may sit together and if we 
want that this largest democracy in 
the world has to show a path to other 
countries and we have to sustain the 
democracy with full vigour, we must 
put ou" heads together and evolve a 
nationa! policy on the electoral re- 
forms.    There is no doubt about it. 

Then there is a recommendation for 
the election fund. And there ave 
other recommendations. While I agree 
with Mr. Dhabe on the need of these 
electoral reforms, T feel that there are 
other aspects also which require im- 
mediate attention and which have not 
been focussed in this resolution. We 
passed an Act in this Parliament that 
till 1999 there should be no increase 
number of seats. By that Act 
we cannot increase the number cf 
seats as and when we want. But 
within this strength, the recommenda, 
tion of the committee was that we 
can change different reserved seats by 
rotation so that at least people of 
different areas who have no scope of 
sending their representation will have 
a chance to do so by rotation... 

SHRI S. W. DHABE (Maharashtra); 
I have als0 said it that various re- 
commendations made be implement- 
ed. 
SHRI SANTOSH KUMAR SAHU: 
Then I am emphasising your point. 
So, I feel we must compile all these 
recommendations; many good sugges- 
tions have been made and we should 
see how far those recommendations 
are practicable and what are the 
pragmatic points that we need to con- 
sider. So, I feel, seeing the national 
scene, taking into account the provi- 
sions in the Constitution, and what is 
contained in thp Representation of 
People Act, we should sit together and 
see how we can enforce these provi- 
sions. We have to cui'b the various 
evils: we caanot allow religion to play 
a part in politics and we have to deal 
such things firmly, and for that 
we require immediate law. Even the 
period of 3 months, as recommended 
here, is too long. How far are we 
going to tolerate these things in our 
body politic? Whosoever goes against 
the interests of the country, should 
have no protection and for that we 
have to evolve stringent measure5!. 
Such, people must be debarred even 
from contesting elections. While com- 
ing. I also happened to see the two 
recommendations made by the Elec- 
tion Commission where they have said 
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tnat communalism in politics is    one 
dimension  of the problem and  grow- 
ing criminalisation  in     political     and 
electoral process  is  another problem. 
Therefore,   they  have     recommended 
that anyone guilty of moral turpitude 
should   fte   debarred   from   contesting 
the election.    It has also been recom- 
mended that those  who are detained 
under   the  National     Security     Act, 
under  the Essential Services Mainte- 
nance Act, under the COFEPOSA and 
those whose detention has been  app- 
roved by the Advisory Boards    must 
be debarred from contesting elections. 
Of course, there may be certain cases 
of innocent people having been falsely 
implicated  under the  NSA.       There- 
fore,  we may   think  how  these   Acts 
can be improved.   But we have to put 
a stop to these evils.   We cannot allow 
the country to be endangered by such 
people.    It  ha.s been  rightiy  pointed 
out by Mr. Dhabe that we require re- 
forms in our election processes and I 
hope the Minister will accept his sug- 
gestions.   He has asked for a 3 months 
period.    It  may not be 3  months;  it 
may take   a little longer also.   Let all 
the political partie^ be invited; let us 
also join the Election Commission   in 
finalising Ihe recom.mendntions so that 
it becomes a basis for us to start.   But 
at the same time we must    have   a 
national approach so that the political 
scene is clear and is pot rid of caste- 
ism,    communalism    and   secessionist 
elements, violent and terrorist activi- 
ties   religious     fundamentalism.     We 
have to create such an atmosphere if 
we have to survive and remain as the 
largest democracy in the world. India 
has   gone  through   many  byelections. 
general election",  and   it,  lias     shown 
that   our   democracy   has   survived. 

I would like to emphasise upon 
i.iree other thing's. And these are 
people's participation at every level. 
then elections to be held at regular 
intervals, and decentralisation of 
power. If we are able to ensure 
these  things,  then the  common man 

here will feel that he is also involved 
in  the process.    We have    to    even 
restore • the   Panchayats.    That    was, 
in fact, the idea of Mahatma Gandhi 
who  united  the,  nation    during    the* 
freedom  struggle.    We  are now in  a 
critical   stage.     What   I   would     like 
to emphasise  today is that  we have 
to contain these social tensions.    This 
should be the purpose of an' econo- 
mic resolution we may have.    There 
are people  who belong to the back- 
ward classes. Many commissions have 
gone  into  their working.     Many ex- 
pectations   are  aroused  in  the minds 
of  these  people.    But  I  would    say A 
that whoever are the people, whether 
it   is   Brahmins,   or   backward     class 
people  or  adivasis   of  harijans',    no- 
body should feel that one community 
is   being  discriminated    against    an- 
other.     The  factors   which   give  rise 
' to   casteism  should  be  removed   and 
this  is  the only  way we  can    make 
keep he country united.    We have to 
think along those lines. We will have 
to think along national lines, have a 
national     outlook.    Our    country    is 
great.    It    has    survived    all    these 
years.   It will survive for many more 
years  to  come,  thousands   of    years. 
But the basic question is, we should 
evolve    a    national    consensus.    We 
should   look   at  every   problem   from 
the point of view of Indian tradition 
of  tolerance  and   peaceful   resolution 
of problems. 

Madam, with these words, T wel- 
come the spirit behind Mr. Dhabe's 
Resolution. I would appeal that all 
political parties should sit together 
and see how the necessary reform^ 
can be brought about. By doing this, 
we will be ensuring the maintenance 
of ethical and moral standards in our 
political life. Thank vou 

SHBI LAL K. ADVANI: Madam 
Vice-Chairman. I must compliment 
Shri S. W. Dhabe, for having 
brought forward this Resolution and 
I hope this will be a Resolution which 
will not be just talked out. because 
this  Resolution   is  intended  to    help 
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the Government do what the Govern- 
ment itself has promised the nation 
when  it took over in January,  1985. 

So far as this particular subject is 
concerned, discussion on this subject 
has been going on since 1970 at least 
As Shri Sahu just now said, it was 
around that period that electoral re- 
forms began to be talked about as a 
major subject. But in 1985, when the 
Government came in, its first policy 
pronouncement which j have in my 
hand, which was the Address of the 
President to Parliament's Budget 
Session, had two particular para- 
graphs, paragraphs 36 and 37. which 
both relate to Government's commit- 
ment to a clean public life. These 
are the words that the Government 
has used Government are committed 
to g clean public life. It is in this 
context that paragraph 36 adddresses , 
itself to electoral reforms and says 
that they will discuss wih the Oppo- 
sition parties as to how electoral re- 
forms are to be brought obout. In 
paragraph 37. it refers to the need 
for an anti-defection law. 

Now, I remember, when there was 
a discussion on the anti-defection law, 
all kinds of views put forward. There 
was   even   a     suggestion    that   . why 
should we hurry    about it.    It    was 
said,   after  all    there  are  pros  and 
cons   from   this   side   from   that   side 
to proposed, that it has to be viewed 
and. that therefore, in order that the 
different  view  points  may  be consi- 
dered, we should  send the Bill to a 
Select Committee. The response 
of the  Government  was  very appro- 
priate.    The     Government's  response 
was: after all. this problem   has been 
talked  about  for so many years;  are 
wc once again going to talk about, it. 
refer it to a Select Committee and be 
done with it.    Most of us agreed with 
view  that this  is  not   the  time     for 
just talking it out again and that we 
should do something about it.   It was 
felt that this was the    time    when 
Government  should   demonstrate     its 
will.    May be, the law that is framed 
may have some shortcomings.    T re- 
call, when tbe Prjme Miniter replied 

to the debate, he himself mentioned 
that there may be some shortcomings 
and that they will attend to those 
later on; but today, at least, let the 
House demonstrate its will, to stand 
up against defection, an evil, and 
malady, which is afflicting India's 
political life. 

I hold, Madam, electoral reforms is 
another   such      issue   I   hoard      Shri 
Kalp  Nath  Rai.    I  heard  Shri Sahu 
also.    The other day also, some Mem- 
bers  spoke from the    other side.    I 
think,  there is   a   wide  measure    of 
consensus on man issues,     that these 
things   can  be  done.    These    things 
should be done.    There may be some 
differences.    Even with regard to the 
recommendations made by Shri Dhabe 
I may not be in agreement with all 
of  them-   But   you  take   the   E!< 
Commission's     recommendations    till 
now, the Joint Parliamentary    Com- 
mittee which was set up in 1972,    of 
which   I   had   the  privilege   to   bp   a 
member, I had the occasion to serve 
on it there are numerous recommen- 
dations  of  that    Joint    Parlimentary 
through the Tarkunde Committee re- 
commendations of the Election  Com- 
mission  on   which    in    the    country 
there is a broad  consensus.    You go 
through the Tarkunde   Committee re- 
port, you go through any other Com- 
mittee's report, you will find quite a 
few of them are common.    I do not 
see why we should delay implement- 
ing those.   So, I do not see why three 
months   (the period indicated  in  the 
Resolution)   should be regarded  as a 
very short time to let us have a com- 
prehensive   debate   on   this   issue.     I 
do not subscribe to that. 

The   Vice-Chairman   (Dr.   (Shrimati) 
Sarojini Mahishi) in the Chair 

! Madarn, I must say therefor- ' at 
! when I heard the other day the Indus- 
try Minister replying to the debate on 
the Company Law (Amendment) Bill, 
I felt very much disturbed. That 
statement, those utterances and those 
observations of his did not fit in with 
this declaration, which committed the 
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Government  to  a  clean  public    life. 
This statement did not say so but it 
suggested that in the past there may 
have  been  uncleanliness,  but  we  are 
going to clean it. I would like      the 
hon. Law Minister also to understand 
the implications of what was said by    the  
Minister.  I  have     with  me    the 
Industry  Minister's  reply   to  the  de 
bate on the Company Law   (Amend-      
ment) Bill in this House and I quote: 

"Madam, in 1969 when the amend, 
ment was effected banning political 
donations, the feeling at that time 
was by banning political donations 
we will help in eliminating corrup- 
tion from public life. I put this 
question to your conscience whe- 
ther by amending this Act in 1969 I 
we have been able to eliminate 
corruption from public life. I agree 
with Mr. Advani when he says—he 
admitted frankly—that today everv 
political party is collecting dona- 
tions. It is a fact and there is no 
question of disputing it. Every poli- 
tical party is collecting donations 
and particularly at the time of 
elections. Madam, T am in politics 
for the last 30-35 years. Not only 
the office bearers of political par- 
ties, not only the President or the 
main functionary of the Political 
parties, but everv Tom, Dick and | 
Harry starts collection of donations 
in the name of the political party 
or in the nar.e of some office bea- j 
rer of the party. As this collection 
is under the table, there is no ques- j 
tion of rendering any account to , 
anybory." 

Now I am not disputing what he 
said ,at all. A11 that I say is. this 
is a very general and sweeping state- 
ment. It disturbed me. Bill was , 
passed. I did not feel happy about it 
and T had expressed my unhappiness. 
but I was more unhappy with the 
cynicism that underlies this state 
ment: that political life, elections in 
India are corrupt; they are corrupt 
right from top to bottom: all parties 
are corrupt: all office bearers of par- 
ties are corrupt; the rank and file 
is corrupt; and that we have to live 

with  it.    This  is  the  undertone     of 
the  whole  statement. 

SHRI      CHIMANBHAI MEHTA 
(Gujarat):  He  said  not say that. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: He did 
not say that specifically but the un- 
derlying cynicism does "remind me of 
a very interesting episode that I once 
read. It may interest you. When I 
was in the Government I had occa- 
sion to go through some scripts of 
the BBC. The BBC did a series, a 
very excellent series, on the working 
of the House of Commons, the his- 
tory of the House of Commons. And 
going through that, going through 
those scripts I came across a very 
interesting episode. The episode re- 
lated to a member of the House of 
Commons of the 18th or 19th century: 
His constituents, his voters, wrote to 
him that this particular excise in 
the budget he must oppose. And that 
Member replied to his constituents 
who had written to him that he must 
oppose this particular provision of 
excise—I quote from the letter that 
this Member of the House of Com- 
mons wrote to his constituents: 

"Gentlemen, 
I have received your letter about 

the excise and I am surprised at 
your insolence in writing to me 
at all. You know and I know that 
I bought this constituency. You 
know and I know that I am now 
determined to sell this constituency. 
And you know what you think I 
don'< know, that you are now look- 
ing for another buyer, and I know 
what you certainly don't know, that 
I have found another constituency 
to  buy." 
Now, this is the letter written by a 

Member of Parliament to his consti- 
tuents. 

SHRI SANKAR PRASAD MITRA: 
Which party did he belong to? 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: Those days 
the parties also there, Whigs and To- 
rise.  were  quite  interchangeable. 
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I am pointing this out because, up 
to the middle of the 19th century 
politics and elections in Britain were 
absolutely corrupt and stinking. Com- 
pared to politics and elections in 
Britain in the middle of the 19th cen- 
tury even our own elections which we 
very often deplore, about which, as 
everyone has said, we feel concerned 
even Indian elections today are as 
pure as Ganga water—quite pure. 
Therefore. I say, that cynicism must 
be shed. There in U.K. at lesst, the 
principal parties, the principal Mem- 
bers of Parliament came to the con- 
elusion that if you want to save de- 
mocracy then the electoral process 
lias to be cleansed. Step by step they 
persisted in this direction. Of course, 
were movements also. Just as 
we had a movement here of Jaya- 
prakash Narayanji—in which one of 
Ihe principal planks was electoral re- 
form, in U. K. also there was the 
Chartist Movement. One of the prin- 
cipal planks was electoral reform. 
During the 19th century there were 
severa] reform laws. Gradually U. K.- 
has attained a position where, Madam, 
from 1911 right up to this day-1985- 
thcre has been not a single election 
petition in England on grounds of 
corrupt practice. Now this \s remark- 
able. This sea-change has come about 
because of the determination of the 
political parties, because of the de- 
termination of most Members of Par- 
liament, that they shall have demo- 
eracv and in order that democracy 
survives vigorously elections must be 
cleansed. 

About that period during the iRth 
and 19th centuries, I was going throu- 
gh a Hansard publication .by name. 
Our Parliament by S. Gordon. He says 
that in the middle of the 19th cen- 
tury or before 1833 there used to he 
public auctions of seats of Parliament, 
and the price of one seat of the Hou- 
se of Commons used to be between 
dollar 5,000 and dollar 6,000. And 
very aften, those feudal lords who 
controlled a particular constituency 
used to announce, "No, this time 
I have decided that I am not 
going to sell it outright; I am going to 

lease it out on an annual basis, "—four 
years four different Members of    the 

House  of  Commons  representing      a 
     certain constituency;    This    was    the 

•    kind of corruption which existed    in 
England.   As  I  said,  I  am  convinced 

that if we set our mind on it, if we 
;     decide "No, we shall do it,"    it    is 

possible,   it   is   quite   feasible. 
Sahu ji was saying that small coun- 
tries can do it, how can we do      it, 
small countries can think of election 
funding,  how  can we do it?  I don't 
see  any  difficulty  whatsoever,  and  I 
believe that there is no other way to 
deal with this problem of money po- 
wer   except   what   the   Parliamentary 
Committee on Election Reforms  <-»- as 
it was called, the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee on Amendments to    Elec- 
tion  Law  suggested.  The     Chairman 
was  Mr.  Jagannath Rao  and  one  of 
the   distinguished   members   of      the 
Committee was Mr. H. R. Go- 
4 P.M.     khale.   There   were   members 
from almost all political parti 
es on that committee. That committee 
came to the conclusion that this prob- 
lem of money power in elvctions can 
be solved only if it is accepted in prin- 
ciple that all elections expenses shall 
be regarded as a legitimate charge on 
the  public  fund.     This  was the  re- 
commendation made by the    Parlia- 
mentary  Committee which  said that 
the expenses borne by the candidate 
or by  the  party  should  be progres- 
sively shifted to the State.    This   is 
the recommendation. It    did not   say 
that the experases being borne hy the 
candidate or the party should be pro- 
gressively shifted to companies.     In- 
deed, what vou have done by passing 
this company law amendment is, try- 
ing to cleanse the process by increas- 
ing the cost of elections.     T do not 
sav tha+ this particular Bill that you 
have passed just now is going to in- 
crease Wack money by itself.    I have 
not said that. My stand is one of the 
objectives and a very salutary objec- 
tive that has.? been mentioned by Shri 
Dhabeji in his Resolution is to dras- 
tically cut the election expenses    to 
bring them within the reach of the 
poor.    How do you cut election   ex- 
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penses? The Government says that 
they want to make the corporate sec- 
tor play its legitimate role in publjc 
life in elections, therefore, they are 
going to lift the ban on the company ! 

donations. That is what they have 
said. I feel this is not going to cut 
the expenses. It is going to increase 
the expenses. If the expenses are 
increased...   (Time bel{ r ings ) . . .  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) SAROJINI, MAHISHI]: 
please try to conclude. The Minister 
also wants to intervene. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN 
THE MINISTRY OF LAW AND JUS- 
TICE (SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ): 
After your speech I would like to 
intervene. Because I want some sug- ' 
gestions rather criticism of a Bill. 

SHRI P .N . SUKUL (Uttar Pra- 
desh) ; He should be free to criticise. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: It is not 
a criticism of any party. It is a cri- 
ticism of the system under which we 
are working. After all. I think, Shri 
Kalpnath Rai was very right when 
he pointed out to the fact that today 
under the law every person who con- 
tests a seat in the Lok Sabha or who 
contests a seat in the Assembly has to 
file an election return. We in the 
Rajya Sabha do not have to file any 
election return. Therefore our cons- 
cience is clear. But what to sav about 
the Members of the Lok Sabha? 

In my dissenting note in the Join* 
Parliamentary Committee, T had said 
it must make everyone think that 
here is a system, here is an election 
set-up in which almost every Mem- 
ber of Parliament has to start h;s 
legislative career without a lie. Now. 
this should make one think. There- 
fore, the right course is to see thaT 

the persons do not have to indulge in 
lies. If you have the right at the 
outset you have... 

THE MINISTER OF FOOD AND 
CIVIL SUPPLIES (RAO BIR- 
ENDRA SlNGH):  It is not our own 

money.    But it is others who spend 
for us. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI; That 
means one has to be very careful to 
attribute all this to others or attribute 
all this to the party. 

Today, of course, the Supreme Court 
has shown a way to everyone how to 
be formally honest, even while being 
actually dishonest. They have fixed 
the limit at Rs. one lakhs. If a per- 
son wants to spend Rs. ten lakhs he 
can contribute Rs. nine lakhs to the 
party, which spends that amount in 
his constituency, he will be all right. 
The matter will be over. It is such a 
sick situation that I think this by it- 
self should make us think. 

Now, I have tried to study the mat- 
ter.    I find that almost   the   world 
over, the trend is in favour of public 
funding.    I can read out the list    of 
countries Argentina, Australia,    Aus- 
tria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark. Fe- 
deral Republic of Germanv, Finland, 
France,  Ireland,  Israel.  Italy,  Japan, 
Norway, Sweden and so many other 
countries where some form of public 
funding has been accepted. The trend 
is towards the election expenses be- 
ing borne by the   State in some form 
or the other.    In some countries it is 
partial; in some countries it is com- 
plete.    In some States they provide 
only vehicles.    In some others they 
provide only the posters and pamph- 
lets. In some countries they subsidise 
the TV and radio broadcasts, where 
the TV and radio are not necessarily 
with the Government.    Even in the 
U.K. which is very conservative   in 
these matters since 1974 instead of do- 
ing it in a straight way, they have in- 
troduced a scheme of grants paid to 
parliamentary     opposition     parties. 
Even a party    which has only    two 
members is entitled to   it.   And they 
have spent an enormous amount dur- 
ing  the  last  one   decade giving  thfe 
grant and there is no    bar on    this 
grant being used for election purpos- 
es.   Even in America, since 1976 can- 
didates  for Presidency  are provided 
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State finance on condition, of course, 
that they accept certain restrictions 
such a3 limits on expenditure and 
audit of accounts. 

So, Madam, I hold that this prob- 
lem of money power can be tackled 
only by accepting a system of election 
grants.    The mechanics of how these 
election grants are to be paid has to 
be worked out. It is not very difficult. 
In  some countries    they    funnel    it 
through political parties.     In    some 
countries  it is  given direct  to    the 
candidates.    I personally favour that 
it  be  funnelled   through    recognised 
political parties not directly given to 
the    candidates,    particularly    in    a 
country where the Election Commis- 
sion    is    already  worried  about the 
number of candidates  who are  con- 
testing. 

Now I move on to the next prob- 
lem, ministerial power, or abuse   of 
governmental     machinery.    In     the 
"Vamachar"    of    Tantrik      practices 
there used to be "P'ancha Makaras". 
Here we have "chatush makaras" the 
four M's  of    electoral    corruption— 
money power, Ministerial power. Me- 
dia power and Muscles power.    Now 
about ministerial power,   all   that   I 
would say is that the Election Com- 
mission has already made certain re- 
commendations'     They  have  framed 
a code of conduct and that code    of 
conduct today is observed many times 
only in the breach.    So they have re- 
commended that the    Representation 
of People  Act be amended so as to 
make violation of this code of conduct 
a corrupt practice.    I am not asking 
for any thing more because minister- 
ial   power or    many of its    abuses 
would verv much depend on the Gov- 
ernment, upon the parties, upon   the 
general     morality   of   the   political 
world, etc.    But what has to be done 
under law the Election    Commission 
has already recommended.    I   would 
strongly commend that. 

I now come to media power. Let 
political scientists or political analysts 
realise that after the    expansion    of 

TV, the continued use of TV to pro- 
ject the leadership of the ruling party 
or the    ruling   party's    view-points, 
makes  the  election  battle absolutely 
unequal.    I am not using any harsh 
words on th^ occasion because we are 
discussing a matter on which I would 
like to establish a consensus. But in 
the last elections of December, 1984, 
if anyone  were  to  ask me  to  what 
were the principal factors which had 
contrbuted to  thfe  result,  to      this 
verdict, I would say that the    most 
important factor or the biggest single 
factor that had contributed to      this 
verdict was  TV's projection of Mrs. 
Gandhi's   assassination.   This   is  how 
I would put it.    This is    the single 
most important factor which has con- 
tributed to the 1984 verdict... 

SHRI JAGESH DESAI (Maharash- 
tra) : How many people see TV? The 
other media is controlled by capita- 
lists and they are doing it for the 
Opposition. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: Well, I 
beg to differ On that. My own assess- 
ment is that of all the various fac- 
tors, this is the most important factor 
that has contributed to the result. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ; But 
you are insulting the Indian electo- 
rate when you Bay that this victory 
was because it was focussed on the 
media and they were befooled. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI; No. I have 
never said that. I chose my words 
very carefully. A number of fac- 
tors have contributed. I would not 
ignore the shortcomings of the Oppo- 
sition. I am conscious of it. There- 
fore, if the people have an Opposi- 
tion in disarray which has failed ear- 
lier, it is not going to inspire confi- 
dence. But, as I said, if I were to 
enumerate the various factors and 
if anyone were to ask me which 
is the most important single 
factor. H would say that the 
tributed wan the TV's projection of 
Mrs. Gandhi's assassination. Three 
months later when another election 
took place what happened? How dif- 
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(Shri Lal K.  Advani) 
ferent were the results? Because, ihe 
TV projection of Mrs. Gandhi's assas- 
sination was not there. The TV was 
there. It was there very much... 
(Interruptions) 

SHRI HANSRAJ BHARDWAJ: You 
said TV has been able to befool the 
nation... 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: I have 
never used the word 'befool'. Just as 
so  many things happened. . . 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) SAROJINI MAHISHI]: 
Please continue your speech. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: I have 
never used that word. You are put- 
ting words into my mouth which I 
never used. But people do respond 
to a certain situation. And my view is 
that radio and TV should not be Go- 
vernment organisations. They should 
be autonomous corporations and 
there IB no other way.. There is no 
other way. I wish the Select Com- 
mittee's Prasar Bharati... 

SHRI P. N. SUKUL: Why did you 
not do it during the Janata regime? 

SHRI HANSRAJ BHARDWAJ: 
You used it only for projecting the 
Shah Commission and we were a 
witness to it. And you as Minister 
filed an FIR. asainst us. The Kissa 
Kursi Ka case was started by you. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: Even then 
T introduced the Prasar Bharati Bill 
and that Prasar Bharati Bill-even to- 
day it Is on record—gave the AlR and 
the Doordarshan much greater 
nomy than that enjoyed even bv the 
BBC. BBC directors can be removed 
by the Government but the directors 
of the Prasar Bharati as proposed 
could not be removed by the Govern- 
ment. Similarly, I can point out so 
many other factors. Until autonomy 
comes, I expect this Government to 
have a new look at its media policy... 
(Time bell rings) 

Next I come to the muscle power. 
Mr. Kalp Nath Rai referred to it and 
Sahuiji and others from this side also 
said, Bihar is the worst State from 
this point of view. Some very salutary 
recommendations have been made by 
the Election Commission in the report 
that it has submitted only a few days 
hack and which was placed on thj 
Table of the House earlier this week 
Today even when the Election Com- 
mission is informed that in a given 
constituency five booths have been 
captured and its observers there con- 
firm that this has happened, it can- 
not do anything about it. So the 
Election Commission wants certain 
powers in this regard. I think that 
there should be no hesitation in re- 
gard to amending the law to empower 
the Election Commission to intervene 
[in a situation of this kind if it is satis- 
fied that there has been booth-captur- 
ing. Booth-capturing should be view- 
ed very seriously and the election 
in that entire constituency should be 
annulled and there should be a fresh 
poll. 

Madam, these recommendations 
that T havp iust now suggested, are 
all within the present svstem. In res- 
pect of quite a few of these there is 
a broad consensus. But ji strongly hold 
that this system that we have today, 
namely, the majoritv pvstem of elec- 
tion, this sytem itself needs a second 
look. Of course there is no general 
consensus on that. Mr. Babul Reddy 
spoke about the list system. I am also 
in favour of the list system. Even 
better  T favour what is known as the 
mixed svstem which  combines the list 
system  and +he majority system and 
which is in vogue in West Germany. 
The .Tartmnde Committee also re- 
wmmended this. So did Shri Shak- 
dher. I am aware however that on 
this there is no consensus as vet. But 
the Government should have an open 
mind. A Parliamentary Committee, 
constituted in 1972 had recommen- 
ded that a Special Experts Commit- 
tee should be constituted tc exmaine 
tha feasibility of adopting the List 
System in India and the    minimum 
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that I expect from the Government is 
the setting up of this Experts Com-' 
mittee. 

To sum up, Madam, within the pre- 
sent system, I would favour twelve 
broad points. 

(1) A scheme of election grants; 

(2) Violation of the Code oi 
Conduct should "be made a corrupt 
practice; 

(3) AIR and Doordarshan should 
be made autonomous; 

 

(4) The Election Commission 
should be armed with effective 
powers to act against booth-cap- 
turing; 

(5) Voting age should be reduced 
from 21 to 18; 

(6) The Election Commission 
should be a multi-member body; 

(7) The Election Commiission 
should be made still more indepen- 
dent than what it is now. For 
example, today, the Chief Electoral 
Officers and the Deputy Chief Elec- 
toral Officers in the States are under 
the State Governments. I favour 
the idea that they should be direct- 
ly under the Election Commission. 
Similarly, the Election Commission 
set-up here should be ag indepen- 
dent ... 

SHRI GHULAM RASOOL MAT- 
TO: As I have already stated the 
other day here, Madarn, the Home 
Secretary in the State of Jammu and 
Kashmir is the Chief Electoral Offi- 
cer. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI; The set 
up of the Election Commission hero 
should be as independent as tbe Par- 
liament Secretariats. 

(8) Similarly, the expense^ on 
the Elaction Commission should be 
"Charged expenditure" and no' 
"Voted". 

(9) The long-pending electronic 
voting machines    should be intro- 

duced immediately and necessary 
amendments to the law should be 
made for the purpose. This would 
also help in the process of curbing 
booth-capturing. 

(10) I am strongly in favour 
the Lok Sabha and the Assembly 
elections being held simultaneous- 
ly. Now the gap is only two months 
in the case of a majority of 
Assemblies' and the Lok Sabha 
elections. There should be no diffi- 
culty in holding the 1990 elections 
together. 

(11) Identity cards must be in- 
troduced. Let us make a start in 
respect of the urban areas 
where impersonation is the maxi- 
mum. These identity cards would 
help in curbing impersonation and 
would be helpful in other matter; 
also. 

(12) This is a point on which  I 
may be in a minority.   Rut I am of 
the view, that if voting can be re- 
garded   as   a   right,  voting  can be 
regarded as a duty also. If you re- 
gard   it   only   as   a' right  then   the 
present situation will continue. But 
if we  really  think   that     in       the 
Indian  situation  democracy  has  to 
be strengthened, then let us accept 
that voting is a duty. If voting is 
a. duty, then what follows is a pro- 
vision    for      compulsory      voting. 
Everyone      must      vote      and  no 
one  can Ibe  excluded.    If  he  fails 
to vote then  he may be subjected 
to a small fine, say, of two hund- 
red rupees. A very few people only 
will  pay two  hundred  rupees  and 
so,  everyone would   go  and vote. 
That would enable the Government 
to compel everybody to vote      and 
I  note  that  quite  a  few countries 
have gone in for compulsory voting 
like Australia, Austria, etc. 

Madam, with these recommenda- 
tions, within the system, I would 
plead with the Government to have 
a second view even on the majority 
system and adopt the West German 
model of mixed system for India. 
Thank you. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) SAROJINI MAHISHI]: 
There are five more Members to b. 
accommodated and, therefore, I would 
(request the Members to be brief. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE; Let the Min- 
ister of State for Law intervene so 
that we may know the views of the 
Government. Mr. Bhardwaj, you can 
intervene now so that we know your 
views. 

SHRI  HANSRAJ  BHARDWAJ:     I 
have no    objection.    If    the    Hous 
wants, I would intervene. 

SHRI SANKAR PRASAD MITRA 
(West Bengal): Madam, we have also 
some submissions to make and we 
will not take very long. After that, 
if the honourable Minister wants, he 
can intervene. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE: But there 
won't be any time. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) SAROJINI MAHISHI]: 
There are five more speakers now. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE: Madam, let 
the Law Minister speak. (Interrup- 
tions) . 

SHRI HANSRAJ BHARDWAJ: Mr. 
Chimanbhai Mehta wants to speak. 
Let him speak. I will speak later. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) SAROJINI MAHISHI;: 
Yes, Mr.  Chimanbhai Mehta. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: 
Madam Vice-Chair-person, I would 
like to make one °r two points, be- 
cause I know the hon. Members are 
quite learned and they do not require 
a thesis on elections. 

My major point is: Have the elec- 
tions during the last 3* decades in 
India strengthened secularism or not? 
This is one of the points which must 
be taken into account. I think the 
forces of casteism and communalism 
have been strengthened much   more 

compared to pre-freedom days. This 
is the point which we must tackle 
when we discuss about electoral re- 
forms. 

Now, what is the net effect of caste, 
ism?    Political parties are compelled 
to put candidates, keeping in view the 
strength of the   candidates    on    the 
basis of the caste.    Then the candi- 
dates are elected on the basis of the 
caste.    Then  they  come in  the    As- 
semblies or  the organs   of    people's 
power and then Ministers    are    also 
selected to an extent, sometimes to a 
large extent, on   the   basis   of   the 
caste.    So when this is election sys- 
tem which has strengthened casteism 
to such an extent that even Ministries 
are  also  being   progressively  formed 
on the basis of castes, how can   such 
Ministries or such    Ministers    tackle 
the  problems  of this   country  which 
are becoming more and more compli- 
cated;  and can the  Ministers be ex- 
pected to    control    the    bureaucracy 
which    is    sometimes    much     more 
powerful than the Ministries    or     a 
particular Minister?    From this angle 
you look at the election process. 

Then, I will come to the second 
point casteism is producing a new 
set of leaders, and the caste war also. 
I would say that in States some of 
them are mafias, because once in the 
Assembly, they become the leaders in 
their castes and the castes come under 
their domination. Booth capturing 
also comes from this caste pheno- 
menon. Are we going to think in 
terms of electoral system that will 
counteract this growing menace of 
casteism. I would approach the elec- 
tion from this way not what expenses 
should be there or who should fund 
it. 

The election has to be approached 
from a totally different philosophy. 
The question is whether it is going to 
subvert democracy and also the inde- 
pendence of this country if it is 
allowed to go on? Election is also 
for strengthening the country. When 
T was here, my friend from Telugu 
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i>esam, Andhra, was speaking, and I 
found some common points between 
me and him also. (Interruption). He 
was, I know, speaking from a differ- 
ent angle. Today the Assemblies are 
federations of castes. Superficially 
they look that political parties are 
representing. But can a powerful 
political party also put up a candidate 
of a very small caste in a different 
kind majority caste dominated con- 
sistently? No parties are going to 
take that sort of risk. Essentially the 
risk is ki rural areas. Urban areas 
are totally different. India is largely 
rural. Therefore, I gay that I want 
the Ust system of Indian type. Our 
present-day electoral system is also 
a British legacy. As we are a com- 
paratively modern democracy, we have 
been getting ideas from different 
countries in the name of accepting 
fresh ideas which should be done. But 
1 re have our own conditions. Caste- 
ism is not there anywhere in the 
world. Therefore, we must have a 
unique system. Caste should not be 
allowed to play any role because that 
role is reactionary and not progres- 
sive. I think that the elections should 
be contested in such a way that in 
that process a candidate is eliminated. 
It should be a personless party-based 
election. This is my major sugges- 
tion.   (Time Bell rings) 

Madam, others have taken 35 
minutes. I am making a new point. 
When I say something new, please 
allow me a little more time. When 
a oerson comes into focus in the elec- 
tions the first discussion is about his 
• -rty> the second about his money 
power, the third about his muscle 
power and the fourth about his con- 
nection in the Administration. If he 
does not have all these four things, 
he may suffer. If he has all the four 
points, then he is bound to win. 
Therefore a party-based minus a 
person elections at least will be able 
to transform the caste psychology, 
' which is percolating in our 
country today, and the elections will 
be fought bv a party against a party 
•md the performance of the parties in 

past and its    future    progamme 
be discussed. 

We are suffering because they look 
at the  caste, religion, communal in- 
terests, etc of a candidate. The 
very process of election hampers the 
spi it of development and national 
consciousness. I am submitting my 
views from that angle. I know that 
there is a danger here. 

THE        VICE-CHAIRMAN        [DR. 
(SHRIMATl)   SAROJINI MAHISHI]: . 
I would request the hon. Member to 
conclude. 

SHRl  CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: 
There is a danger here and I know 
it. Sometimes it may happen when 
the elections are over, the party may 
break because we have a tendency 
to break. I will say that it is a tragic 
state of affairs. In that particular 
area where the party which was 
elected on person-less party based 
contest, has broken, you can revert 
to the system of single-member con- 
stituency. But do not punish the 
entire country. The elections will be 
there on personless party based 
system. Only the individual-based 
parties which are not able to sort 
out their differences will behave like 
this. But the parties based on ideolo- 
gies will continue. This system will 
make the parties ideological. In fu- 
ture after a few years or a few de- 
cades, this danger of breaking the 
parties will not arise as we are fac- 
ing it today. Therefore, this should 
be considered. 

I think that a suggestion has been 
made that an electoral committee or 
some sort of committee should be 
formed by the Ministry to go into 
the whole aspect of the question. I 
feel that they will certainly take up 
this kind of exercise. This Govern- 
ment is very serious about electoral 
reforms. There is no doubt about it. 
After so    many   years,   the    Anti- 
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[Shri Chimanbhai Mehta] 
Defection  Bill  was passed     and  \re 
have done it with the cooperation ol 
all the parties. It is not thy   Question 
that the Congress Party has done it 
alone. This party is very serious about 
doing all these things.     This  should 
be done.    I know my    suggestion is 
not going to be implemented tomor- 
row because there are so many hurd- 
les  and    so  many   arguments     have 
come. In  the    meanwhile    I    would 
suggest that the Upper Houses in the 
States   where    they    are     abolished 
should be restored back    because in 
the Upper House that sort of casteism 
that is played at a lower level would 
not operate.    So,  there     should    be 
Upper  House  in  all  the   States.   Till 
the  time you adopt this reform of a 
personless election contest and party- 
wise election contest, till    that time 
have Upper Houses in all the States 
because there casteism     will  have   a 
lesser role to play, 

SHRI B. SATYANARAYAN RED- 
DY: Our Constitution provides for 
the  abolition of  the  Upper  House. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: 
I- am saying that the effect of casteism 
is comparatively less there. (Inier- 
ruptions) I know that they have 
been abolished for a different pur- 
pose. You had no majority in the 
Upper House. Therefore, you abolish- 
ed it. 

SHRI B. SATYANARAYAN RED- 
DY:  That is not correct. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) SAROJINI MAHISHI]: 
No interruptions please. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: 
When the AP debate will come and 
if I am given an opportunity, I will 
certainly endorse Ihe Bill. But I 
would certainly say what the history 
is about the abolition    and what the 

role is of the Assemblies and Ihe 
Upper House. The Upper House is 
being made a play thing in the hands 
of the politidians. Certain august 
institutions should not be made play 
things in the hands of the political 
parties... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR 
(SHRIMATI) SAROJINI MAHISHI]: 
You conclude now. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA, 
am concluding now. Madarn, they 
have reservation for Scheduled CASTES 
and Scheduled Tribes. But I considei 
women as the most backward class 
You conclude now. 

SHRIMATI KANAK MUKHERJEE- 
They are not a class. They constitute 
a section of the society. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: 1 
.stand corrected. Therefore, if some- 
body has to think about them, then 
some percentage should be reserved 
Ioi- women also so that they can come 
forward. Then there is the question 
of identity cards. I agree with whit 
the other hon. Members have sug- 
gested on this. Now, the last point 
is that again and again we are remin- 
ded that we have legalised corrupt- 
ion, 

SHRIMATI KANAK MUKHERJEE: 
(West Bengal): Madam, I want to re- 
mind the hon. House of one thing. As 
early as in 1919, a group led by 
Sarojini Naidu and others made a re- 
presentation to the Government that 
there should be no reservation for the 
women as women and that they 
should be given equal chat-ce and 
they should be treated equally with 
men. Sarojini Naidu and other made 
this representation at the time of the 
Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms. I just 
wanted to remind1 the HGflJS? of this 
thing. 
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SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: If 
you do not want, I am not insisting 
on that. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) SAROJINI MAHISHI]: 
The hon. Member may please con- 
clude now. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: 
Thank you,  Madam. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN [DR. 
(SHRIMATI) SAROJINI MAHISHI]: 
Now Shri Sankar Prasad Mitra you 
may please take five minutes only. 

SHRI SANKAR PRASAD MITRA: 
Madarn Vice-Chairman, you an: 
aware that by reason cf my legal 
training, I am used to making short 
speeches. I will try to confine myself 
within Ave minutes. But if I exceed 
by two miuntes, please do not ring 
the bell. 

Madam Vice-Chairman, I am parti- 
cularly supporting the last paragraph 
ot this Resolution. In this last para- 
graph  Mr.  Dhabe has  suggested   the 
formation   of   Parliamentary      Com- 
mittee  under     the   Chairmansliio    of 
the  Union  Law  Minister  which   will 
submit its Report within three months 
and it would have four terms of re- 
ference   for   electoral      reforms.  The 
first one is to make democracy truly 
reresentative  of    the     people,      the 
second one is to curb the evil effects 
of money power in election, the third 
one is to eliminate corrupt practices, 
and the fourth one is to maintain the 
purity    of  elections.     I  respectfully 
submit to  the hon.   Minister  that  he 
should    seriously   consider    whether 
this last paragraph of the Resolution 
should be  accepted and  1   give    my 
reasons in support of this statement. 
I came to this House in    July  1981. 
My  maiden speech  was  on electoral 
reforms. And I have heard numerous 
speeches here as well as in the Con- 
sultative- Committee   af  the  Minister 
of Law by my esteemed friend, Mr. 

Advani, who has been a crusader ot 
electoral reforms for a very long 
time. He has made 12 points and 
personally speaking I am inclined 
generally, kindly note the word 'gen- 
erally', to agree with tbe lirst eleven 
points. But with regard to his twelfth 
point, namely, the list system or the 
combined system, I have some re- 
servations because up till now, as 
far as il am aware, this system has 
been tried in small countries having 
small electorates. I do not know that 
this system has been tried as yet in 
any large country with a huge elec- 
torate like ours. But these 11 sugges- 
tions which he has invited the Union 
Law Minister to consider would re- 
quire not only certain amendments 
of the Representation of the People 
Act  but  also  of  the  Constitution. 

[The Deputy Chairman in the Chair. | 

While  introducing the   Anti-Defec- 
tion Bill, you amended the Constitu- 
tion,  introduced the Tenth Schedule. 
Particularly in view of the  differen- 
ces of    opinion    expressed     by    the 
Kashmir  High   Court    Judges,     and 
the   matter  was   pending   before   the 
Supreme Court. To obviate all those 
difficulties you introduced a constitu- 
tional   amendment.     Some   of     these 
suggestions may require a  constitut- 
ional  amendment.     I cannot go into 
all   those  details having    regard    to 
the length of time given to mo. But 
my  point is that  in July    1381, Mr. 
Shiv  Shankar     was  the  Union  Law- 
Minister. He said in Parliament that 
i     electoral   reforms   were   under    con- 
i     sideration   by   a   Cabinet     Sub-Com- 
mittee.  From the  Cabinet  Sub-Com- 
mittee they would go to the Cabinet 
and then when the Cabinet had given 
its  approval,  leaders  of  the  political 
parties would be consulted and there- 
after   reforms   introduced.  The   same 
assurance   was   given  by his succes- 
sor,   Mr.   Jagannath  Kaushal.    Then 
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electoral   reforms   were   promised   in 
the month of January    this year in 
the President's Address. And we are 
coming practically to the end of May. 
Up till now, what you are proposing 
to do we have not been clearly told. 
We are anxiously waiting to hear you. 
That is why I was saying that instead 
of waiting any   further    having re- 
gard    to    the    commitment made in 
the  President's  Address,  perhaps    it 
is advisable to accept    the last part 
of Mr. Dhabe's Resolution. Of course, 
it is  known that I have  differences 
of opinion with  Mr.  Advani on  the 
political contributions question. When 
I  addressed the House on the Com- 
pany Amendment Bill, I gave expres- 
sion  to my  views  but unfortunately 
r«ome   newspaper  reporters    did  not 
perhaps properly   appreciate  what  I 
was trying to say. What I did    say 
was that an evil was sought to    be 
eliminated. The evil existed in spite 
of the attempt. And, therefore, let it 
be  curbed as far as  possible. There 
were proposals for curbing it, like  5 
per cent of the net profit resolution 
by the    Board    of    Directors,    pub- 
lication  in   the    balance-sheet,    and 
so on  and so forth. But    one    sug- 
gestion I forgot to malic when I sup- 
ported  the   Companie^     Amendment 
Bill. I am very glad that the hon. In- 
dustry Minister is also present now. I 
have differences of opinion with Mr. 
Advani on this question and that is 
why I am raising, it. And that sugges- 
tion which I forgot to make then was 
that in the 1976 amendment Bill, you 
had said: "5 per cent of net profits, or 
Rs. 25,000 whichever is lower".   You 
omitted   to   mention  the     maximum 
amount. If you think Rs. 25,000 is too 
small, specify a sum; take it   Rs.    5 
Iakh, or Rs. 10 lakh, whatever   you 
like; I don't mind. That is your busi- 
ness. But  now we  are entering the 
age of multinationals and unless you 
fix a maximum amount of contribu- 
tion it may run into     erores. This 

very point. I missed on that occa- 
sion, and an hon. Member reminded 
me and so I have made this point 
now. Kindly make a note of it also. 

However, Madam, since not more 
than five minutes have been given to 
me, I would like to have Mr. Bhard- 
waj's opinion on the last portion of 
the resolution because the picture is 
very dismal nowadays. Take for 
instance the allegations regarding 
voters' list, voters list containing 
bogus names, names of dead persons, 
premises in existence but no voters, 
and premises not in existence but 
a large number of voters. We have 
allegation of booth capturing, rigg- 
ing, terrorism, and in one State alone, 
in the last election, the Election Com- 
mission had to countermand several 
elections in several booths in order 
that re-election could be held in the 
proper manner. Therefore, the picture 
at the moment is very gloomy and 
electoral reforms have become an 
urgent and immediate necessity, 
and because of this immediate neces- 
sity, the previous assurances given by 
the Government may be kept in the 
cold storage for some time and kindly 
concentrate, if possible on the last 
part of this resolution and take this 
up immediately. These are my sub- 
missions. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; Would 
you like to intervene? 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: Madam 
Deputy Chairman, I am grateful to my 
friend Shri Dhabe for having brought 
this resolution on such an important 
issue. This resolution contains several 
things on which there is absolutely no 
controversy in any section of the 
House. We wanted them; they 
wanted them and everybody else 
wants it. Therefore, I am very hope- 
ful that we (shall have no problem in 
looking into these several things. But 
Madam, before I proceed to answer 
various hon. Members, I thank all the 
speakers who have contributed a good 
deal, in regard to understanding the 
problem and the electoral process. 
We have also to look into the several 
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recommendations,   to  which  I   would 
be     making     reference,  which  have 
been given to us by the Chief Elaction 
Commissioner.  But  I     would   ike to 
make one thing clear here. So far as 
democracy  in  India  is   concerned,  it 
ls very strong. There can be no doubt 
about  it.   Those who   say that  there 
is any weakness in our democracy, do 
not understand the reality. You won 
the elections in 1977. Our party was 
defeated. It was   not defeated because 
you used the media and focussed a 
particular thing. There was inherently 
something  wrong.   People  understood 
it and they threw the Congress out 
of power. But I would also draw your 
kind attention to what happened in 
1980. We never accused anybody that 
the media was used and that is why, 
such and such party lost power. Here 
I would like to put the record strai- 
ght. If ever there had been a gross 
misuse of  media,  it was during Mr. 
Advani's   regime.   People   have    not 
forgotten  it  how  boring,  how  taste- 
less,  the  media had  become    those 
days. It was purely used for vendetta 
and nothing else. I just want to put 
the record straight because he refer- 
red to it and he insulted the Indian 
electorate that they voted the Cong- 
ress to power in 1985 only because a 
particular issue, namely, Mrs. Gandhi's 
death, was focussed on the    media. 
I would have been happy if he had 
put the    truth    before     the nation. 
People voted the Congress to power 
not because the media was misused. 
You  know it very well.  You  know 
your weakness. But you are not pre- 
pared    to  accept that.     Because, in 
that eventuality, you will be exposed 
completely. 

SHRIMATl KANAK MUKHERJEE: 
People may have voted you to power. 
But the media was misused. It is a 
fact. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ:   Madam 
you should have the   patience     to 

listen to me. If somebody misquotes 
something, it is my duty to set it 
right. If I say something wrong, in 
the same way I will correct myself. 
You did not suffer in 1977. You did 
not suffer between 1977 and 1980. 
We suffered and we know how the 
media was misused, in regard to 
Shah Commission and so on. Even 
in the court rooms, TV cameras were 
projected. Such a thing had never 
been done in this country in the 
past. I have been practising law for 
the last twenty three years. But I 
have never seen TV cameras being 
projected into court rooms. This was 
done in the Janata period. 

SHRI GHULAM RASOOL MATTO: 
Do two   wrongs make one right? 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: When 
you appreciate the submission made 
by the hon. Member, you should re- 
mind him about his past history also. 
This is what I am doing. When clever 
words are used, there is always a 
rosy picture painted about one's self. 
The difficulty with somebody is he 
thinks he is the most intelligent man 
and the others are fools. Even I con- 
sider myself as the most wise man, 
but it is not so. We cannot say that 
we are always right and, others 
are not. This should not be 
our attitude. We should have some 
circumspection. 

What is the reality? The reality 
today is, we are under a public pres- 
sure, that there is something wrong 
with the electoral process. We all 
know that with booth-capturing, ex- 
cessive spending and interference of 
so many other factors, the electoral 
process has been largely polluted. 
Every party accepts it. But why 
don't they stop it? Everybody got an 
opportunity to come to power. They 
should have done it then and there. 
We have started it. We have adopted 
this measure. We have consulted 
you.   We are in the process of con- 
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suiting the Opposition on every issue. 
How can you blame us straightaway 
that we are not doing anything? You 
know, it cannot be done in a split 
second. There has to be consultation. 
This hag to be done in consultation 
with all the opposition parties. You 
blame us. We accept the blame be- 
cause our blame is that people have 
voted us to power which you are not 
going to accept. A democratic elec- 
tion has been held in the country and 
people have voted us to power demo- 
cratically. You want to taint it. You 
want t0 taint it by saying that the 
Congress has come to power not on 
democratic principles, that iha elec- 
tions were not fair. You can say so, 
but the people are not fools. They 
defeated the Congress when there 
w-»s something wrong with the Cong 
ress. And we never accused you 
when you came to powor with a com- 
bination of parties which had no ideo- 
logical community, no ideological 
oneness. You only had an opportu- 
nity to defeat the Congress and you 
grabbed power. What did you do 
during that period? Did you establish 
any healthy norm? 1 would like Mr. 
Advani to point out 0112 single instance 
of a healthy norm established during 
1977—80. That is why people threw 
you out of power. That is they did 
not expect from you that you would 
restore any norm in the country. The 
Congress was defeated and the people 
thought that it had been sufficiently 
punished; so they brought Mrs. 
Gandhi back to power. Mrs. Gandhi 
was not brought on the media. Mrs. 
Gandhi wa,s on the media, not after 
her death; she was on the national 
horizon throughout her life since her 
childhood till the time of her death. 
And you are mistaken in understand- 
ing it. Her life from her childhood 
was a life of sacrifice .and dedication 
to the nation and she cannot be for- 
gotton any time and you note it. 

Now so far as the question of elec- 
toral reforms is cocerned, we have 
brought a very    major measure—the 

Anti Defection Bill. People suspectect 
that it would never come. We have 
brought it. Now there are certain th- 
ings about which there is no unan- 
imity in the Opposition. I have listed 
the arguments of various speakers 
and I can point out from one speaker 
to another how leftists want a differ- 
ent tpye of electoral reforms and 
rightists want a different type of 
electoral reforms and there are some 
centrist, who want a combination 
of      both. What  do      we      do? 
This is a structure which has been 
made after a lot of thinking. Then1 is 
a quasi-federal structure in this coun- 
try. Yoy are talking of proportional 
representation. It can be done, but 
how do you decide about the question 
of leadership? You will have to simul- 
taneously decide that a!<so. Suppose 
you give proportional representation 
to various parties in the Lok Sabha, 
how do you elect your leader? How 
do you elect your President? That 
also will have to be gone into And the 
moment this question will be touched, 
you will come upon us: "Oh, they are 
disturbing the basic structure of the 
Constitution" and the very Parties 
which want it now, will go to the 
Supreme Court, It has happened in 
the past, whenever there a progressive 
legislation brought forward by the 
Congress, they have filed writ peti- 
tions. We have never gone into these 
issues. They haVe always opposed 
these. We are prepared to discuss with 
you. You give your suggestions. We 
are prepared to sit even tomorrow. 
You fix a date with the Election Com- 
mission. We have discussed it al- 
ready. The question was how to give 
a  unanimous view to the nation. 

So far as booth-capturing is con- 
cerned ... 

SHRI N. E. BALARAM (Kerala): 
What is the difficulty in introducing 
proportional   representation.? 

SHRI H. R BHARDWAJ: The diffi- 
culty is, if you cannot understand, I 
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cannot make you understand. The 
difficulty is this: how do you elect 
your leader? How do you elect the 
Prime Minister? If you do not under- 
stand, why do you ask me? Propor- 
tional representation will make your 
whole system topsyturvy. 

SHRI N. E. BALARAM: I can ex- 
plain to you. 

""SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: You can- 
not explain to me because you do not 

stand the basic mechanism. 
SHRI SANKAR PRASAD MITRA: 

His point is, proportional representa- 
tion will not bring stability of gov- 
ernment. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: Not only 
that,   suppose    you  gve    poportional 
representation, how do you elect the 
Prime Minister of the country or th? 
President? 

SHRI N. E. BALARAM: The Prime 
Miniser will foe taken from the people. 
Your understanding of the system 
itself is wrong. By proportional re- 
presentation, they are electing the 
Prime Minister. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ:  I cannot 
understand you. 

SHRI N. E. BALARAM: That is the 
difficulty. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: You have 
no capacity to make me understand. 
I know what you mean. You do not 
have that capacity to make me under- 
stand. I do not want to understand 
you mechanism. Please listen to me. 

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM 
{Tamil Nadu): A few minutes before 
you were preaching humility that no 
one should think that he is the only 
wise man. Now you are yourself 
claiming that you are the only wise 
man in this House. 

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: I am tel- 
lig. you, I want the Opposition to be 
one. You tell me that and I will ac- 
cept it.     I want to accept it. 

SHRI N. E. BALARAM: I am pre- 
pared to convince you provided you 
argue reasonably. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: I am ac- 
cepting  we   are   preaperd  to  discuss 
with you. But you think that you 
have lost because of this particular 
thing. That is you are making me a 
fool.    I cannot be fooled. 

SHRI M. KALYANASUNDARAM: 
In Gujarat you had won such a 
wonderful majority. Why then within 
15 days most of the people are against 
you? 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: I tell 
you, Mr. Kaiyanasundaram, you know 
it very well: people who have  lost 
have not reconciled to their defeat. 
This is the reply. 

SHRi M. KALYANASUNDARAM: 
Inside  your  own party? 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: What are 
you talking about? You purify every- 
body.    We are pure. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We 
have had a long discussion and at 
five o'clock we have to wind it up... 
(Interruptions) ... Please sit down, I 
will     not   allow... (Interruptions) ... 

SHRi H.  R. BHARDWAJ: No.   ... 
(Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. 
Minister, please conclude within five 
minutes. 
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SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: It is 
entirely up to you, Madam. . . (In- 
terruptions) . 

 
Shri  H. R. BHARDWAJ: Madam, 

I know what they have at heart. I 
want to tell the people of India that 
presume that they are the purest par- 
ties and this is the only party which 
is not pure. This is the fallacy which 
I want to remove from the minds of 
there people of India. Because, they 
always Suggest things... {Interrup- 
tions) ... I am only drawing your 
kind attention to a particular thing 
.... (Interruptions)... If they can't 
listen, that is a difficulty. 

PROP. C. LAKSHMANNA (Andhra 
Pradesh): There have been occasions 
when Opposition parties themselves 
had said, "We are not all pure, we 
are not all clear as it is claimed." 
But the only point is, be- 
ing a majority party it has a moral 
responsibility to lead the country— 
because it is a majority party. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Prof. 
Lakshmanna, you came half way and 
you don't know what is being discus- 
sed.    It is better to let him finish. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: Madam, 
I am only requesting that on     any 

issue that requires a national debate 
or discussion, we will be prepared to 
sit with the Opposition and decide it. 
The question is, they don't find cer- 
tain things very useful to them. They 
have criticized the company dona- 
tions—I am surprised. The Janata 
Party survived on company dona- 
tions from the beginning of 1977 to 
1980. If anybody can challenge me on 
this point, I can tell you that they 
thrived on it. They had absolutely 
no source of donations except the lar- 
ger companies from 1977 to 1980. But 
why go into it. Certain measures we 
are taking, certain measures we will 
take, and if they are not liked.... 

SHRI P. BABUL REDDY: They col- 
lected from  small people. 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: Mr. Ba- 
bul Reddy, you joined the Janata 
Party much later, when they lost 
power. I know it. You came only 
recently. You were not in the Janata 
Party in 1980. And you came with 
Congress help—I  know it. 

SHRI N. E. BALARAM: What is 
the solution? 

SHRI H. R. BHARDWAJ: The solu- 
tion is, you come to the table. We 
will discuss things with you and 
unanimously we will decide. But the 
question is, should the Government 
fund elections? We can discuss this 
issue. If the funding can make a 
solution, we can discuss it Then 
there is a constitutional question. An 
individual will come up and say. 
"How do you finance a party? I want 
to contest an election; it is my funds 
mental right. Why don't you finance 
me?" Then everybody in India will 
fight elections because you are giv- 
ing the money. All these issues are 
not as simple as they are made out 
to be. They need discussion with Op- 
position leaders with the various part- 
ies. What to say of parties, one leader 
is defeated today and tomorrow he 
forms another party. This has happen 
ed everybody knows it and there is 
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another  party    of  two     individuals, 
three individuals. What sort of a party 
you want? You first    get this issue 
decided   from   the  Election   Commis- 
sion.   Only  parties  which  are  recog-    j 
nized  by   tbe   Election     Commission    j 
should  be   allowed  to  participate  in 
the mainstream. Otherwise, so many 
factors even outside factors, will step 
into the soil. Because you form a party 
and  everybody  is prepared to  fund, 
even if it is  an anti-national party; 
they can do so. So, you have to reco- 
gnize   only   parties  which   are  reco- 
gnized  under  the  Symbol  Reservat- 
ion Rules and those    parties can be 
associated with    this type    of    dis- 
cussions.  We   are  prepared 
5.00 P.M.   to    discuss      this      subject 
with  you.    I    can    assure 
you on the floor  of this House  that 
the     Government    is    sincere     and 
whatever electoral reforms are need- 
ed they will be brought forward. But 
the statutes cannot decide the fate of 
the nation. It is the people who decide 
the fate of the nation. It is   the con- 
science,   the  wisdom  the   vision,   the 
purity of thought that will decide the 
fate of the nation. There are innumer- 
able problems we  are facing    today 
about  these  reforms.   Who  did  obey 
the directves of the Election Commis- 
sion? The candidates may have spent 
more.   There   are   reports   about   the 
booth  capturing.  Although the     law 
prevents it, still they do it. A national 
debate is required on this issue where 
the personal ethos and personal differ- 
ences should not be reflected that this 
party has  come  to  power by  using 
this  method. When a party wins  or 
losses  it is  a  success  of  democracy. 
If some party wins the  elections   it 
should be  allowed  to  discharge    its 
responsibilities.  If  some  other  party 
lo393s it should utilise this opportuni- 
ty  to improve     itself. In that spirit 
we can function, not    that    if    you 
win tomorrow we will start pulling 
your le,gs.    If you start pulling our 
legs  we  cannot    make  our     contri- 
bution to the nation. This is a national 

question and it has been ag 
the minds of the people since 1971. 
For this purpose various committees 
have been formed and all those docu- 
ments ave with me. If the hon. Mem- 
bers on that side fix up a date the Go- 
vernment is prepared to sit and dis 
cuss with them. The question of 
funding election expenses is a very, 
very important issue and amendment 
of  several  statutes will be  required. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Pri- 
vate Members' Business time is over. 
Now, we will take up the Andhra 
Pradesh Legislative Council (Abolit- 
ion)   Bill,  1985. 

THE  ANDHRA     PRADESH  LEGIS- 
LATIVE     COUNCIL     (ABOLITION) 

BILL, 1985 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY 
AFFAIRS (SHRIMATI MARGARET" 
ALVA): Madam Deputy Chairman, by 
consensus in the House the Leaders of 
all the Opposition parties have also 
come forward that the Andhra Pra- 
desh Legislative Council (Abolition) 
Bill, 1985 could be passed without 
discussion. It was done like that in 
the other House also yesterday. If' 
all are agreeable, then we will finish 
that item first. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, 
we will take up the Andhra Pradesh 
Legislative Council (Abolition) Bill, 
1965. Shri H. R. Bhardwaj  . 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN 
THE MINISTRY OF LAY AND JUS- 
TICE (SHRl H. R. BHARDWAJ): 
Madam, I beg to move: 

"That the Bill to provide for the 
abolition of the Legislative Council 
of the State of Andhra Pradesh and 
for, matters 'supplemental, incidental" 
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